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NVP has been established with the support of our Founding Partner, 
The Coca-Cola Export Corporation, Pakistan Branch



PREFACE
Every year during break of the summer semester, the 
NVP launches its Summer Social Internship            
programme, designed to connect well-skilled         
undergraduate university students to productive 
community work, as social interns. Our interns are 
placed at various NGOs in Pakistan who are working 
for the good of humanity, but lack enough resources 
themselves in one area or another, which              
compromises their productivity. Thus any extra help 
they can get is always not only welcome, but also 
makes a difference. The NVP Interns are right fitted 
to the positions of their choice and expertise, in order 
to bring in much needed skill-sets and experience for 
these institutions. 

To maintain the continuity of the annual programme, 
NVP again organized and ran the internship          
programme during the summer of 2018, from May 
till July 2018. Through a rigorous screening process, 
23 volunteers were taken on-board and were 
deployed at partner institutions of NVP at various 
positions matching their skills, interest and choice.
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The basic concept of the Summer Internship 
Programme was to introduce a scheme for 
university students that would open the door to 
advice on learning about career fields. In return 
Internship programme sensitizes young adults 
of our new generation about community needs 
and societal issues.

On the other end it adds to empower human 
resources of not-for-profit institutions without 
incurring additional cost. Interns gain exposure 
of working in a community service                 
organization, and apply the knowledge they 
acquire in the classroom and as well as in their 
lives overall. This also helps students utilize 
their spare time effectively, while the 
not-for-profit sector gets the opportunity to 
learn new ways of doing things, and also to add 
modern and simplified ways of performing and 
bringing more productive outcome.

To this effect, the purpose was to engage       
university students to get most out of it. While 
all interns made invaluable contribution 
through their work, some of them really        
outperformed and helped institutions to       
completely redesign existing models, bringing 
new thought and processes to run the            
operations. 

THE CONCEPT BEHIND 
SOCIAL INTERNSHIP
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Open the door to advice on 
learning about career fields



AN IMPACTFUL PROJECT
Some of the interns were recognized as star volunteers for 
making the effort to bring about radical change in            
operational capacity of beneficiary institutions. Here are 
few of the meaningful projects carried out:

The Summer Internship Programme of 2018 has made 
NVP proud, having successfully contributed 2,847 hours 
towards community institutions work for the betterment of 
society. This is by no means the end - team NVP is          
planning even much bigger programmes for the upcoming 
summers!  

a.  Redesigning organization’s website
b.  Conducting holistic research on the subject
c.  Working as creative designers
d.  Helping in restructuring the working procedures
e.  Improving HR productivity
f.  Streamlining financial data into report format
g.  Leading a physiotherapist activity
h.  Strengthening working relationship between departments
i.  Curriculum development
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WHAT IS IN IT FOR 
THE INTERNS?
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Internship assignments were designed jointly with our 
partner institutions. This helped the interns to improve 
their learning skills towards writing, graphical designing, 
research-work, technical work, financials and much 
more. The project helped them to groom themselves on 
career-building skills, obtain professional exposure, learn 
advances team-work, and build a network. On the whole, 
our interns got to achieve a sense of accomplishment by 
contributing to community institutions.

Throughout the 6-weeks of internship, the NVP, along 
with volunteer supervisors of respective institutions, 
remained mentor and active supporter to all our Interns, 
further encouraging them to deliver their best.
Resultantly, it became a mutually beneficial tradeoff 
between Interns and institution of skills and experience 
respectively.



NVP always serves as a guardian to its interns 
throughout their Internship term. It discusses any 
issues or problems they face, provides counseling 
and guidance and keeps a close track of their      
progress. 

The annual programme in 2018, like in previous 
years, started with our team conducting 3            
orientation sessions of short-listed interns in the last 
week of May and the first week of June 2018. These 
sessions are an opportunity for our personal            
interaction with the Interns and for interaction 
between the Interns themselves. This in itself is great 
motivation as the Interns meet others like them-
selves and share thoughts and ideas. These sessions 
help us to get to know about the choices and         
interests of the interns in greater depth, while     
helping them also to clear their own thinking. This 
exercise greatly aids the process of placing each 
intern in the position most suited to each intern. 

WE NEVER 
LEAVE 
OUR INTERNS 
ALONE
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Learning new skills, working in the community, interacting with beneficiary 
institutions and getting to know much more about the not-for-profit sector, is 
always of huge benefit to our Interns personal and professional development, 

while their work is always of great help and importance to the institutions where 
the Interns serve.



PROFILE OF INTERNS

List of qualified Interns 

Our assigned Interns were students of Iqra University, NED University, Indus Valley 
School of Arts, Lyceum School (A-Level), University of Karachi, FAST University, 
Delhi Govt. College, Sindh Madaressatul Islam University and Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali 
Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology (SZABIST).
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S.# 
 

Name 
 

Time 
pledged 
(Hours) 

S.# 
 

Name 
 

Time 
pledged 
(Hours) 

1 
Adeen Azam 136 

7 Batool Abdullah 
124 

2 
Ahmad Saeed 120 

8 Bheesham Kumar 
120 

3 
Ali Hassam Siddiqui 208 

9 Hureen Idrees 
120 

4 
Anas Zafar 136 

10 Khadija Aamer 
130 

5 
Aruba Khalid 153 

11 Kiran Rana 
120 

6 
Azmeen Abdul Qadir 120 

12 Mohammad Hamzah Siddiqui 
126 

S.# 
 

 
Name 

 

Time 
pledged 
(Hours) 

S.# 
 

Name 
 

Time 
pledged 
(Hours) 

13 Moiz Ahsan 124 
19 Sachin Gomani 

<120 

14 Muhammad Arsalan Khalid 120 
20 Sajid Ali 

140 

15 Muhammad Minhal Raza 120 
21 Sidra Kanwal 

120 

16 Muhammad Salman 120 
22 Sufyan Khalid 

124 

17 Muhammad Yousuf 120 
23 Suleman Sharif 

120 

18 Rida Arif 126 
  

 

 



Healthcare sector was highest preferred 
choice among institution portfolio

Finance and website development were the 
most favorite subjects of work
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Those who know the power of education then 
nobody can stop them to achieve milestone.
They are all utilizing skills at the assigned       
institutions. Some of them pushed their limits 
and went beyond their comfort zone to help 
underprivileged ones. Some of them have 
come up with creative ideas to do more work 
in less time consumed. Interns made efforts to 
give back to the society for the sake of the 
betterment while also enjoyed the journey; 
they improved learning in various aspects 
including getting sense of community           
development.

Have you ever heard that ‘some people talk less 
but work great?’ Meet our energetic team of 
SRSC, they’re doing wonders from web          
development to community development, 
physiotherapy to the relationship building, 
management to the community outreach, you 
name it and they do it. Passion is the only 
driving fuel for them to run such activities!
 
Other than this they also know how to win 
hearts of the children by spreading smiles and 
spending with them some of the precious time. 
We are amazed to see a heart whelming 
response from Interns.

THE JOURNEY 
OF COMMUNITY SERVICES
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Education and Literacy Segment
Our unstoppable force 

Special Education Needs
Catch these thrilling moments



Learning is the food of mind, whereas       
teamwork is the cherry of the cake! Our 
interns’ workaholic nature makes us pleased. 
Look how beautiful it is when institution itself 
is learning modern tactics from their interns and 
on other side interns are gaining practical       
exposure of their field of interest. We’re glad to 
connect passion into the field; their modern 
technical skills amazed every one of us, they 
strived and trying to replace traditional system 
into modernized with more creative ideas.

Since its inception, it has always been a give 
and take relationship between human and 
nature; you give seed, it gives you plant, fruit, 
vegetable etc. Similarly if you protect your 
nature and maintain it to stay neat, in return it 
will keep you neat and healthy. NVP has a very 
prioritized and bold vision to work upon       
environmental protection under its portfolio. 
Our volunteers have genuinely provided     
support to institutions working under this 
domain.

Pakistan as being underdeveloped country 
possesses various kinds of health issues and the 
fatality rate is hiking due to poor health       
awareness and facilities. Since NVP keeps it 
highly concerned towards societal issues,      
therefore its Interns have done applauding 
work by joining institutions that are striving for 
a healthy Pakistan.
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Community Development
Our tech-savvy makes institute stunned!

Environmental Protection
Step towards a clean Pakistan

Healthcare
Making it convenient and accessible



WHAT OUR INTERNS HAVE TO SAY 
ABOUT THEIR WORK EXPERIENCE? 

“Meeting new people and knowing their 
different stories is fun and makes you to          
brainstorm about it. Everyone must do a 
social project once in their life. I would         
recommend this program to my other 
friends.” 
Planning & Research assistant, 
School of Writing

“It was a super fulfilling and rewarding           
experience to work on a social project for the 
benefit of community at large. It helped me 
acknowledge responsibilities as a citizen, as a 
community member and as an intern,         
working for a company with very noble 
objectives and goals.”
Research Associate, Sehat Kahani

“It was a great and amazing experience and 
learned that how can I develop a project in 
low resources environment.”
Web development associate,               
Society for the Rehabilitation of         
Special Children (SRSC)

“It feels really good while working on a 
social project as it is necessary for the       
students especially to enhance their career 
growth.”
Graphic designer, Street to School

“Nothing can match the satisfaction of giving 
back to the society.”
Graphic designer, Sehat Kahani
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National Volunteer Programme
    021-35823334, 0336-2009969
    www.nvp.com.pk
    info@nvp.com.pk
    facebook.com/nvppakistan

 


